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Welcome to Auditoria Services, we are UK market leaders in the manufacture, design 
and installation of retractable platforms, telescopic seating, theatre seating and lecture 
theatre seating systems for any venue that has an audience. 

Founded in 1977 we are a family owned business manufacturing all products at our 
UK headquarters in South Yorkshire. From the purchase of locally sourced materials, 
the design office, our installation and servicing team right through to future support 
everything is handled by our experienced staff in Rotherham. Our philosophy is to place 
the utmost of importance on quality and customer satisfaction. Our seating systems are 
designed with great care and manufactured to the very highest standards.

We are immensely proud of the working partnerships we enjoy with our clients, sharing 
our extensive experience helps us to find the perfect and most cost effective solution. 
Our unrivalled track record in design innovation really does allow us to “take care of all 
your seating requirements”. 

Our retractable seating 
Our retractable telescopic platforms combined with a comprehensive range of individual 
folding chairs and benches offer a comprehensive and practical seating solution, allowing 
almost any space to be used to its full potential. Commonly used in venues such as 
primary schools, village halls right through to multi-purpose halls and conference 
centres, any space requiring a flexible tiered seating solution can benefit from one of our 
retractable platforms. 

Each system is meticulously designed to ensure smooth, safe operation with low lifetime 
and operational costs. With few standard sizes we can offer flexible bank widths, row 
depths, riser heights and seat centres. With hundreds of different colours and finishes we 
are able to match the architecture and interior colour scheme of almost any space.  

Careful consideration is taken to make each system as user friendly as possible with 
the inclusion of power operation, auto folding chairs, self-storing side rails and drapes 
giving the fastest turnaround times. Each seat is designed with safety at the forefront 
of our thinking with the tipping mechanisms completely shrouded to prevent any risk 
of finger or clothing trapment, enhancing the durability and reducing any maintenance 
requirements.

All our chairs offer a range of features which can be customized to suit the desired 
appearance or meet a specific budget requirement; wooden or upholstered arms, timber 
outer panels, seat numbers and row letters can all be added, they are designed with 
durability, practicality, comfort and total flexibility in mind. 

Our most economical fully upholstered individual chair, the ASL 15, has been successfully 
installed in hundreds of school, academy and college projects throughout the UK, 
alongside our upholstered bench seat with folding back rest these models form the basis 
of our educational range. Notwithstanding both are also commonly used in community 
centres, village halls and arts theatres. The ASL 10 and 11 models alongside our 
“Ultimate” chair are the mainstay of our theatre quality range, as with all other products 
we offer these can all be customized to suit. To complete our range bleacher seating, 
which is more commonly known as timber benches give excellent value, normally fitted 
into sports halls these are widely used for events such as basketball or badminton and as 
such are extremely durable. The bench system uses laminated boards, an offering which 
includes wood grains and contemporary solid colours, benefitting from a unique edging 
system which uses high pressure bonding technology to make it one of the most durable 
products on the market.
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ASL 11 Chairs
Specially modified ASL 11 chairs on a low rise 
retractable unit. Combined with custom side rails, 
associated chairs in the balcony and orchestra pit 
we’ve created the complete theatre. Speak to our 
sales office today, they will be more than happy to 
assist you in creating your perfect space.
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With over thirty years’ experience and the benefit of thousands of vastly different 
projects to draw on we use our extensive expertise to tailor products exactly to 
suit our customer’s specific requirements. As every project is different we offer 
advice and choices at each step of the process. Proposal drawings are individually 
created in-house using the very latest in computer aided design technology, along 
with physical samples and personal support we are able to bring your concept into 
reality. Our unrivalled track record in design innovation really does allow us to 
“take care of all your seating requirements”.

Manufacture
The seating we supply is manufactured at our Rotherham headquarters. Over 70% 
of the raw materials that go in to our products are sourced from suppliers within the 
region giving us close links to our local community. With two generations of growth 
behind us we have developed our facility to provide the perfect blend of time 
honoured craftsmanship with the latest in modern manufacturing methods. Given 
the systems we provide are bespoke we respect that every job is different, each 
customer has specific needs and we relish the challenges put before us. 

Install
Carried out by our dedicated team of site installers each project is carefully fitted 
and completed to meet the very high standards we demand. All of our installation 
team carry CSCS cards with the supervisors also having SSSTS certification. For each 
project we undertake a site specific risk assessment and method statement along 
with other details such as noise, vibration and manual handling assessments. We 
provide inspection and sign off sheets to give comfort to our end users that the 
works have been completed to their total satisfaction.
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Call us today
We have a dedicated team of local area managers who will be happy 
to meet and discuss your needs. Simply call or email the sales office to 
arrange a visit. Our in house sales team are also on hand to offer advice and 
suggestions. We are here to help and look forward to hearing from you.


